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Abstract. In this paper, we define a problem on lattices called theMax-
imum Distance Sub-lattice Problem (MDSP). The decision version of this
problem is shown to be in NP . We prove that MDSP is isomorphic to
a well known problem called closest vector problem (CVP). We give an
exact and a heuristic algorithm for MDSP. Using experimental results we
show that LLL algorithm can be accelerated when it is combined with
the heuristic algorithm for MDSP.
1 Introduction
Lattice is defined to be the integer combination of a generating set of vectors,
{b1, . . . , bn}
L(b1, . . . , bn) = {
n∑
i=1
zibi|∀zi ∈ Z}.
It is a discretization of a vector space and finds applications in formulating many
problems. Presently lattices are extensively studied in the context of Number
theoretic algorithms and Cryptography.
Shortest Vector problem (SVP) and Closest Vector problem(CVP) are two
well known and widely studied lattice problems. CVP (under all norms) and
SVP (under infinity norm) are shown to be NP-hard [1,2,3] even to approxi-
mate with approximation factor under nc/ log log n. Approximating SVP is NP-
hard [4,5,6,7,8,9] under a randomized reduction with approximation factor up
to 2(logn)
1−ǫ
where ǫ > 0. These problems are conjectured to be hard for ap-
proximation factor less than
√
n/ logn. There is a reduction from SVP to CVP
which preserves the approximation factor [10]. Due to the above, many Cryp-
tosystems [11,12] are based on these problems and their variant. Lattice based
cryptography is one of the main candidates for the post-quantum cryptography.
In 1982, Lenstra et al. [13] gave a polynomial time algorithm (known as
LLL) for finding an exponential approximation of the shortest vector in the
lattices. The applications of LLL are found in factoring polynomials over ratio-
nals, finding linear Diophantine approximations, cryptanalysis of RSA and other
cryptosystems[14,15,16]. Babai[17] gave a polynomial time algorithm, which uses
LLL, for approximating CVP with exponential approximation factor. Schnorr
has given improvements over the LLL algorithm [18,19]. There is no deterministic
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polynomial time algorithm known for approximating SVP with sub-exponential
approximation factor. For finding the exact shortest vector many exponential
time algorithms are known. Kannan [20] gave an algorithm that returns a basis
which contains the shortest vector, in nO(n) time and poly(n) space. Ajtai et
al. [21] gave the first sieving algorithm for shortest vector problem in exponen-
tial time. Later, several improvements and variants of sieving algorithms were
proposed [22,23,24]. Miccianio et al. [25] gave an exponential time algorithm for
SVP by using Voronoi cell computation. The best known algorithm for SVP [26]
and CVP [27] are based on discrete Gaussian sampling.
1.1 Motivation
The LLL algorithm returns a lattice basis such that the norm of the shortest vec-
tor in the basis is bounded by an exponential factor times the norm of the short-
est vector in the lattice. LLL algorithm has a time complexity of O(n5 log31/δ b)
where n is the rank of the matrix and b is the length of the longest vector in
the input basis, in ℓ2 norm. In this work our original motive was to find a fast
method to determine a new basis of a given lattice in which vectors have large
angular separation. In order to achieve this goal we wanted to employ a step
iteratively. In this step we fix one of the vectors of the basis and look to modify
the rest of the basis vectors such that the plane formed by the new set of vectors
is as close to the plane perpendicular to the fixed vector as possible. The sub-
lattice formed by the new vectors is named the maximum distance sub-lattice
and this problem is named Maximum Distance Sub-lattice Problem (MDSP).
1.2 Our Contribution
In this paper we propose a new problem on lattices which we call the Maximum
Distance Sub-lattice Problem (MDSP). We have proved a result that the max-
imum distance sub-lattice can be generated by adding certain multiple of the
fixed vector to each of the remaining basis vectors. We show that the Decision
version of the Maximum Distance Sub-lattice Problem is in NP complexity class.
The core of this paper is a reduction showing that MDSP and CV P problems
are isomorphic. We have proposed an enumeration algorithm for finding the
maximum distance sub-lattice. In the enumeration algorithm we give a bound
on maximum number of sub-lattices to be considered to find the optimum sub-
lattice. The time complexity of the enumeration algorithm is O(poly(n).25n
2l)
where l is the size of the input data. We also give a heuristic algorithm to find
an approximation for the maximum distance sub-lattice. We did experiments by
running LLL with low δ parameter in conjunction with some iterations of the
MDSP heuristic algorithm and compared with the LLL algorithm with high δ
parameter and found that the LLL algorithm with low δ along with the heuristic
algorithm gives, with a speedup factor of 2, as good a basis as the LLL with high
δ.
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2 Preliminaries and Notations
In this paper Z, R and Q will denote the sets of integers, reals and rationals
respectively. Vectors will be denoted by small case with bold font as in v and
matrices and basis sets will be denoted in capital letter. Let B = {b1, . . . , bk}
be a set of vectors in Rn. The subspace of Rn spanned by B will be denoted by
〈B〉. For a subspace S ⊆ Rn, {x ∈ Rn|xT ·y = 0 ∀y ∈ S} is also a subspace and
it is called the orthogonal subspace of S and it is denoted by S⊥.
Definition 1 (Lattice). Given a set of vectors in R, B = {b1, . . . , bm}, the
lattice spanned by B is the set L(B) = {∑ki=1 jibi|ji ∈ Z for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m}.
In other words a lattice is an integral-span of B. Vectors of the lattice,∑m
i=1 jibi for all j ∈ Zm, are also called the vertices of the lattice. Observe
that 0 is a vertex of the lattice. B is called a generating set of the lattice.
Some times we denote any generating set of a lattice as a set of the vectors.
At other times we express these vectors by a matrix in which the column vectors
are the generating set vectors. The rank of the lattice is the maximum number of
linearly independent vectors in B. In the matrix representation it is same as the
rank of the matrix. In this paper we will assume that B is linearly independent.
Hence we will call it a basis of the lattice.
Definition 2 (Shortest Vector Problem(SVP)). Given a basis B = {b1, . . . , bn},
find the shortest non-zero vector in the lattice L(B). In other words, find the ver-
tex, other than 0, which is closest to 0.
Definition 3 (Closest Vector Problem(CVP)). Given a basis B = {b1, . . . , bn}
and a vector t, find the vertex in the lattice L(B) which is closest from t.
In a way SVP may be viewed as a special case of CVP where t = 0 and we
want to find the second closest lattice vertex from v (because closest vertex from
0 is itself).
Definition 4 (Unimodular Matrix). A matrix U ∈ Zn×n which has determi-
nant equal to 1 or −1, is called a unimodular matrix. The inverse of a unimodular
matrix is itself unimodular.
Claim. Let B be an n × n matrix and U be a unimodular n× n matrix. Then
|det(U · B)| = |det(U).det(B)| = |det(B)|.
Theorem 1. Let B (in matrix form) be a basis of a rank-n lattice L in Rn.
Then B′ is also a basis of L if and only if there exists an n× n unitary matrix
U such that B′ = B · U .
One of the consequences of this result is that the determinant of every basis
of a rank-n lattice is same.
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Theorem 2 (Minkowski’s first theorem). For any rank-n lattice L gener-
ated by a basis B, the length of the shortest vector (λ) satisfies the following
condition
λ ≤ √n(det(B))1/n.
Definition 5. Given a basis B = {b1, . . . , bk} of a subspace in Rn, the subspace
〈B〉 has an orthogonal basis B∗ = {b∗
1
, . . . , b∗k} given by bi∗ = bi −
∑i−1
j=1 µijbj
∗
where µij = bi
T .bj
∗/(bj
∗)2. This transformation of the basis is called Gram
Schmidt orthogonalization.
Definition 6. Let B be an n × n non-singular matrix, then the magnitude of
its determinant, |det(B)|, is equal to the volume of the parallelepiped formed
by its linearly independent column vectors {b1, . . . , bn}. If the Gram Schmidt
orthogonalization of these vectors result into {b1∗, . . . , bn∗}, then |det(B)| =
|det(B∗)| = ∏ni=1 |b∗i |. The concept of volume can be generalized to relative vol-
ume. In a 3-dimensional space a parallelepiped formed by 3 linearly independent
vectors b1, b2, b3 has non-zero volume but the parallelogram formed by b1, b2
has zero volume. But its relative volume is 2-dimensional volume, namely, area
which is non-zero. Thus we will use the notation vol(b1, b2, . . . , bk) to denote the
relative volume of the parallelepiped formed by the k linearly independent vectors,
for any k in any vector space. If Bk is a matrix formed by linearly independent
column vectors b1, b2, . . . , bk, then we may also denote the relative volume of its
parallelepiped by vol(Bk). It can be shown that vol(Bk) =
√
det(BTk ·Bk) where
Bk has full rank, i.e., k.
Claim. Suppose Gram Schmidt orthogonalization transforms a basisB = {b1, . . . , bk},
which are vectors in Rn, into B∗ = {b1∗, . . . , bk∗}. Then vol(B) = vol(B∗) =∏k
i=1 |bi∗|.
Definition 7. Let B = {b1, . . . , bk} be a basis of a k-dimensional subspace of
Rn and v be a vector in Rn. The projection of v on the subspace S = 〈B〉 is its
component in S. If B∗ is an orthogonal basis of 〈B〉 (such as the one computed
by Gram Schmidt orthogonalization), then the projection of v on S is
projS(v) =
k∑
i=1
(vT · b∗i /b∗i 2).b∗i .
The component of v perpendicular to S is v − projS(v). It is equal to the pro-
jection of v on S⊥, i.e., projS⊥(v) = v − projS(v). The distance of the point v
from the subspace S is the length of this vector. So
dist(v, S) = |v − projS(v)| = |projS⊥(v)|
.
Lemma 1. Let S be a subspace of Rn and v be any arbitrary vector in Rn. Let
S1 be a subspace of S. Then projS1(v) = projS1(projS(v)).
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3 Maximum Distance Sub-lattice Problem
Definition 8 (Maximum Distance Sub-lattice Problem (MDSP)). Given
a basis [v|B] = {v, b1, . . . , bn} for an n + 1-dimensional lattice L, find B′ =
{b′
1
, . . . , b′n} such that {v, b′1, . . . , b′n} is also a basis for L and the distance
dist(v, 〈B′〉) is maximum. v is called the fixed vector.
In this paper we will denote any instance of MDSP by the matrix [v|B]
denoting a lattice basis {v, b1, . . . , bn}. The basis vectors will belong to Rn+1
and v will denote the fixed vector.
If B′ is the solution of MDSP, then proj〈B′〉(v) is the shortest projection
of v. The following theorem shows that B′ can be achieved from B by adding
integral multiples of v to vectors in B.
Theorem 3. Let [v|B] be a basis of an n + 1 dimensional lattice L in Zn+1.
Then for any lattice basis of the form [v|B′′], there exists a basis [v|B′] such that
〈B′′〉 = 〈B′〉 and
B′ = B + [α1v, α2v, . . . , αnv]
where αi ∈ Z
Proof. Since [v|B′′] and [v|B] generate the same lattice, there exists a unimod-
ular matrix U ′, see Theorem 1, such that
[v|B′′] = [v|B] · U ′
where
U ′ =


1 β1 β2 . . . βn−1 βn
0
...
0
U


The determinant det(U ′) = 1.det(U) = ±1, so det(U) = ±1. Observe that
U ′ ∈ Zn+1×n+1 so U ∈ Zn×n. Thus U is unimodular. So U−1 exists and it is
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also unimodular. Let us denote [β1, β2, . . . , βn] by β
T . Then
[v|B′′]


1 0 0 . . . 0 0
0
...
0
U
−1

 = [v|B] ·


1 βT
0
...
0
U

 ·


1 0 0 . . . 0 0
0
...
0
U
−1


= [v|B] ·


1 βT · U−1
0
...
0
UU
−1


= [v|B] ·


1 βT · U−1
0
...
0
I


= [v|B] + [0|α1v, . . . , αnv]
where βT · U−1 = (α1, . . . , αn)T . The left hand side in the above equation is
equal to [v|B′′U−1]. So B′′ · U−1 = B + [α1v, . . . , αnv].
Matrix U−1 is unimodular so B′′ and B′ = B′′ ·U−1 span the same sub-lattice
and B′ = B + [αv, . . . , αnv]. 
Corollary 1. Let [v|B] be an instance of MDSP. Then it has a solution [v|B′]
where
B′ = B + [α1v, α2v, . . . , αnv]
for some α ∈ Zn
Definition 9 (Decision Version of MDSP (D-MDSP)). Given a lattice
basis [v|B] ∈ Zn+1×n+1 for an n + 1-dimensional lattice L as an instance for
MDSP and 0 < γ ≤ 1, does there exist B′ such that [v|B′] is also a basis for L
and dist(v, 〈B′〉) ≥ γ||v||.
We now show that decision version of MDSP (D-MDSP) is in NP .
Theorem 4. DMSP ∈ NP .
Proof. Let (γ, [v|B]) be the instance of D-MDSP under consideration. Suppose
a sub-lattice L′ , generated by a basis B′, is to be forwarded as a certificate. To
prove that D-MDSP is in class NP we need to address three issues:
1. The certificate to be forwarded to the verifier must have a size polynomial
in the size of the instance. Hence we must show that there exists a basis B′′
for L′ which can be stored using a number of bits which is polynomial in the
number of the bits required to store [v|B].
2. To show that it can be checked in polynomial time that L([v|B′′]) = L([v|B]).
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3. To show that in polynomial time it can be checked that the distance of v
from 〈B′′〉 is greater than γ||v|| or not.
Let us now establish that all these requirements can be fulfilled.
1. From Theorem 3 any basis of the lattice of the form [v|B′] has an alter-
native basis [v|B′′] where B′′ = B + [x1v, . . . , xnv] for some x ∈ Zn. Hence we
can always submits an n-tuple of integers as the certificate.
In section 5 we will show that any sub-lattice basis that gives better dis-
tance than dist(v, 〈B〉), must have −αi − βi ≤ xi ≤ −αi + βi where 0 ≤ βi ≤
2||v||||bi||/d2 with d2 = dist2(v, 〈B〉). In the same section we have an upper-
bound βi ≤ EK40 ||v||.||bi|| where K0 and E are defined below.
We assume that each component of each input vector bi and v is given
as a pair of numerator and denominator. Then K0 is the product of the de-
nominators of the coefficients of the components of v. Let dk be the square of
the relative volume of the paralellepiped formed by b1, . . . , bk, D =
∏
i di, and
E = D2
∏
i bi
2. Let li is the number of bits used to express the numerators and
denominators of all the components of bi. Similarly l0 is for v. Let l =
∑n
i=0 li.
So l denotes the bit-size of the input. In the same section we have shown that
log D ≤ 2nl and log E ≤ 2(2n + 1)l. Hence the bit of size each xi can be at
most 4nl + 6l + li + l0 ≤ 4(n + 2)l = 4(n + 2).size([v|B]. Thus the certificate
size will be a polynomial of the size of the input. Thus the size requirement for
the certificate is satisfied.
2. To check if [v|B′′] and [v|B] span the same lattice, we must find a unitary
matrix U such that [v|B′′] = [v|B]·U, see Theorem 1. [v|B] is a basis of an n+1-
dimensional lattice so it is a non-singular matrix. Hence U = [v|B]−1 · [v|B′′] can
be computed in polynomial time. To verify whether U is unimodular we must
check U ∈ Zn+1×n+1 and det(U) = ±1. All these steps can also be performed
in polynomial time.
3. Suppose, as a certificate, a sub-lattice B′′ is provided to the verifier, then in
polynomial time an orthogonal basis B∗ = {b∗
1
, . . . , b∗n} can be computed from
B′′ using Gram Schmidt orthogonalization. Let S denote the subspace spanned
by B′′ (equivalently, by B∗). Then projS(v) =
∑
i(v
T · b∗i /b∗i 2)b∗i . Thus the
distance dist(v, S) = |v − projS(v)| can be computed in polynomial time. 
4 MDSP is equivalent to CVP
Keeping Theorem 3 in consideration, the maximum distance sub-lattice prob-
lem can be stated as follows. Given an (n + 1)-dimensional lattice with basis
{v, b1, . . . , bn}. Compute an alternative basis {v, b1 + j1v, . . . , bn + jnv} such
that the distance of point v from the subspace spanned by {b1+j1v, . . . , bn+jnv}
is maximum, where ji ∈ Z ∀i.
Let Px1,...,xn denote the subspace spanned by the vectors b1 + x1v, . . . , bn+
xnv for (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Rn. Following result determines the distance of the point
v from Px1,...,xn for the special case when {v, b1, . . . , bn} is an orthonormal basis.
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Lemma 2. Let {v, b1, . . . , bn} be an orthonormal basis. Then the distance of
point v from Px1,...,xn is 1/
√
1 +
∑
i x
2
i for any (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Rn.
Proof. Let
∑
i ci(bi + xiv) be the projection of vector v on Px1,...,xn . Then
w =
∑
i ci(bi + xiv) − v is the perpendicular drop from point v to the plane.
Then wT .(bi + xiv) = 0 ∀i. These equations simplify to ci = −xi.t where
t =
∑
j cjxj − 1. The square of the distance of v from the plane is w2 =∑
i c
2
i + (
∑
i cixi − 1)2 =
∑
i c
2
i + t
2 = t2(1 +
∑
i x
2
i ).
We have t =
∑
i xici− 1 = −t
∑
i x
2
i − 1. So t = −1/(1+
∑
i x
2
i ). Plugging it
in the expression for w2 we get w2 = 1/(1 +
∑
i x
2
i ). 
The distance from a plane is the projection on its orthogonal plane and
projection is directly proportional to the length of the vector. Hence we have a
trivial consequence.
Corollary 2. Let {v, b1, . . . , bn} be an orthogonal basis in which all but v are
unit vectors. Then the distance of point v from Px1,...,xn is |v|/
√
1 +
∑
i x
2
i for
any (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Rn
Let b′i = bi − γiv be perpendicular to v for each i, where γi ∈ R ∀i. So
γi = bi
T · v/v2 and the plane spanned by {b′
1
, . . . , b′n} is perpendicular to v.
Note that γi need not be an integer. A lattice point bi+ji.v is same b
′
i+(γi+ji)v)
in the new reference frame.
Consider the plane Px1,...,xn which is spanned by b1 + x1v, . . . , bn + xnv. In
the new basis, it is spanned by b′
1
+ (γ1 + x1)v, . . . , b
′
n + (γn + xn)v.
Let us now transform the basis, {b′
1
, . . . , b′n}, of the n-dimensional subspace
into an orthonormal basis. Let B′ denote the matrix in which column vectors
are b′
1
, b′
2
, . . . , b′n. Let L be a linear transformation such that the column vectors
of B′′ = B′ · L form an orthonormal basis. Denote the column vectors of B′′ by
b′′
1
, . . . , b′′n which are unit vectors and mutually orthogonal. So b
′′
i =
∑
k Lki ·b′k.
New basis {b′′
1
, . . . , b′′n} spans the same subspace which is spanned by b′1, . . . , b′n.
Now {v/|v|, b′′
1
, . . . , b′′n} forms an orthonormal basis for the entire Rn+1.
Plane Px1,...,xn is spanned by b
′
1
+ (γ1 + x1)v, . . . , b
′
n + (γn + xn)v. If we
extend a line parallel to v from the point b′′i , then it must intersect this plane
at one point, say, b′′i + yiv. Then the plane spanned by {b′′1 + y1v, . . . , b′′n+ ynv}
is Px1,...,xn itself.
We have b′′i + yiv =
∑
k Lki(b
′
k + (γk + xk)v) −
∑
k Lki(γk + xk)v + yiv.
By the choice of yi, b
′′
i + yiv belongs to Px1,...,xn . Vector b
′
k + (γk + xk)v also
belongs to the plane for each k. But v does not belong to the plane. From the
linear independence −∑k Lki(γk + xk)v + yiv = 0. So yi =
∑
k Lki(γk + xk),
i.e., y = LT · γ + LT · x.
Plane P (x1, . . . , xn) is spanned by b
′′
1
+y1v, . . . , b
′′
n+ynv where {b′′1 , . . . , b′′n}
is an orthonormal basis and v is perpendicular to each vector of the set. From
Corollary 2, the square of the distance of v from the plane Px1,...,xn is |v|2/(1 +∑
i y
2
i ). Our goal is to find a sub-lattice plane Pj1,...,jn , wherej ∈ Zn, such that
the distance from v is maximum. Equivalently we want to find a sub-lattice
plane such that
∑
i y
2
i (= y
2), i.e., to minimize the length of the vector y.
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If x = j ∈ Zn, then corresponding y = LT · γ + LT · j. Define a lattice L1
with basis LT , i.e., the row vectors of L. Denote the rows of L by {r1, . . . , rn}.
Let z = −LT · γ = −∑i γiri. Then the length of the vector y is equal to the
distance between the fixed point z and the lattice point
∑
i jiri of L1. Thus the
problem reduces to finding the lattice point of L1 closest to the point z. This
is an instance of CVP where {r1, . . . , rn} is the lattice basis and z is the fixed
point.
Lemma 3. Given a basis of an (n+1)-dimensional lattice {v, b1, . . . , bn} as an
instance of MDSP. Let b′i = bi − γiv for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n where γi = biT · v/v2.
Let L be a linear transformation such that B′′ = B′ ·L is an orthonormal basis.
Equivalently {b′′
1
, . . . , b′′n} is an orthonormal basis where b′′i =
∑
k(L
T )ikb
′
k. Let
ri denote the i-th row of L. Then the sub-lattice plane Pj1,...,jn has maximum
distance from the point v if
∑
i jiri is the optimal lattice vertex for the CVP
instance in which the lattice basis is {r1, . . . , rn} and the fixed point is −LT · γ.
The entire transformation involves only invertible steps hence the converse
of the above claim also holds.
Lemma 4. Let the basis {s1, . . . , sn} and the fixed point t ∈ Rn be an in-
stance of CVP. Let L be the matrix in which i-th row is si for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Let γ = −(LT )−1 · t. Pick an arbitrary orthonormal basis {e0, e′′1 , . . . , e′′n} for
Rn+1. Let B′′ be the matrix with column vectors e′′
1
, . . . , e′′n. Let B
′ = B′′ · L−1.
Let e′i denote the i-th column of B
′. Let ei = e
′
i + γie0. If the MDSP in-
stance {e0, e1, . . . , en} has an optimum solution sub-lattice plane formed by
{e1 + j1e0, . . . , en + jne0}, then
∑
i jisi is the solution of the given CVP in-
stance.
Thus we have the following theorem.
Theorem 5. MDSP and CVP can be transformed into each other in polynomial
time. Hence these problems are equivalent.
Corollary 3. MDSP and CVP belong to the same complexity class.
The Shortest Vector Problem (SVP) is a special case of CVP in which given
fixed point is the origin and we are required to find the nearest lattice vertex from
the origin, other than itself. In this case γ = −(LT )−1 · t = −(LT )−1 · 0 = 0.
Therefore in the corresponding MDSP instance bi
T · v = 0 for all i, i.e., in
this MDSP instance v is already perpendicular to the subspace spanned by
{b1, . . . , bn}. Hence this subspace already has maximum possible distance from
v, namely, ||v||. This fact corresponds to the SVP fact that the closest vector
from 0 is itself. So we want to find the second farthest sub-lattice plane from
v. Thus the MDSP variant corresponding to SVP is to find integers j1, . . . , jn
such that the distance of v from the plane spanned by {b1 + j1v, . . . , bn + jnv}
is second largest, where bi
T · v = 0 for all i.
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5 Algorithm for MDSP
In this section we present an algorithm for MDSP and determine its time com-
plexity.
We also present another algorithm which is based on a heuristic which we
will use for experimental results described later in the paper. It generally gives
a good approximation but we do not present any analysis for approximation
factor.
5.1 An Exact MDSP Algorithm
We now present an exact solution for the MDSP problem. The input is a basis
[v|B] for an n+1 dimensional lattice. From Corollary 1 we know that there exists
integers x∗1, . . . , x
∗
n such that {b1 + x∗1v, . . . , bn + x∗nv} is an optimal solution of
the instance.
Algorithm 1 describes an algorithm which finds a range of integers, [si, ti], to
which x∗i belongs. For any x ∈ Zn, denote the basis {b1+x1v, . . . , bn+xnv} by
B(x). Thus we will generate B(x) for each x ∈ [s1, t1]× · · · × [sn, tn]. For each
such B(x) we will compute dist(v, 〈B(x)〉) and select the basis which gives the
maximum distance.
Suppose the sub-lattice spanned by the basis B(x) has greater distance from
v, than the sub-lattice spanned by B. Therefore the projection of v on the plane
〈B〉 must be greater than or equal to the projection on the plane 〈B(x)〉. So only
those bases, B(x), are of interest which satisfy ||proj〈B(x)〉(v)|| ≤ ||proj〈B〉(v)||.
From Lemma 1, ||proj〈bi+xiv〉(v)|| ≤ ||proj〈B(x)〉(v)||. So it is sufficient to
consider those integers, xi, such that ||proj〈bi+xiv〉(v)|| ≤ ||proj〈B〉(v)||. Denote
||proj〈B〉(v)|| by p.
Consider the 2D plane spanned by v and bi. We need to find the range of xi
such that the projection of v on the line along bi + xiv has length less than or
equal to p. Suppose vT · (bi−αiv) = 0 and |vT · ((bi−αiv)+βiv)|/||bi−αiv+
βiv|| = p, then |vT ·((bi−αiv)−βiv)|/||bi−αiv−βiv|| = p. Also we know from
the last paragraph that vT ·bi/||bi|| ≤ p because projection of projection must be
shorter than the projection. So βi−αi ≥ 0. Then si = −βi−αi and ti = βi−αi,
i.e., we must restrict xi to the integers in the range [⌊−αi − βi⌋, ⌈−αi + βi⌉].
By solving the first equation for αi we get αi = v
T · bi/v2. The second
equation gives βi.v
2 = p.||bi+(−αi+ βi)v|| ≤ p||bi||+(−αi+ βi)p||v||, because
βi − αi ≥ 0. This solves to give βi ≤ (p||bi|| − p.α||v||)/(v2 − p||v||). So we have
0 ≤ βi ≤ p(||bi|| − vT · bi/||v||)/(v2 − p||v||) < ||bi||/(||v|| − p)
because p < ||v||.
Algorithm 1 computes the range of integers [si, ti] for all i such that for any
xi /∈ [si, ti], ||proj〈bi+xiv〉(v)|| > p. Subsequently it computes the distance of v
from 〈B(x)〉 for each x ∈ [s1, t1]× [s2, t2]×· · ·× [sn, tn] and selects that x which
gives maximum distance.
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Input: An MDSP instance [v|B] where the column vectors of B are b1, . . . , bn.
p := ||proj〈B〉()(v)||;
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n do
αi := v
T · bi/v
2;
βi := p(||bi|| − v
T · bi/||v||)/(v
2 − p||v||);
si := ⌊−αi − βi⌋;
ti := ⌈−αi + βi⌉;
end
d := 0;
for x ∈ [s1, t1]× [s2, t2]× · × [sn, tn] do
d′ := dist(v, 〈B(x)〉);
if d < d′ then
d := d′;
x
∗ := x;
end
end
return x∗;
Algorithm 1: Enumeration Based Algorithm for MDSP
The correctness of the algorithm is self evident because each of those sub-
lattices which are not considered in the computation has distance strictly less
than the sub-lattice generated by B has.
Time Complexity To bound the time we need to find an upperbound for the
length of the range [si, ti] for each i, in terms of the problem instance parameters.
Since the range of xi is [−αi − βi,−α+ βi]. So the length of the interval [si, ti]
is 2βi.
We have deduced the bound βi ≤ ||bi||/(||v|| − p) ≤ 2||v||||bi||/d2, where
p = |proj〈B〉(v)| and d = dist(v, 〈B〉) = v2 − p2.
Let b∗
1
, . . . , b∗n, b
∗
n+1 be the Gram Schmidt orthogonal basis of 〈[v|B]〉 us-
ing order b1, . . . , bn,v. From Lenstra’s paper [13] we have di−1b
∗
i ∈ Zn+1,
where dk = vol
2(b1, . . . , bk). Let K0 be the product of the denominators of
the components of v so K0v is an integer vector. Let D =
∏n
k=1 dk. Then
K20p
2 ≤ ∑ni=1(K0vT · Db∗i )2/(Db∗i )2. So K20p2 ≤ X/(D2
∏
i b
∗
i
2) where X and
E = D2
∏n
i=1 b
∗
i
2 are both integers.
Then EK20p is an integer. So EK
4
0d
2 = EK20(K0b
∗
i )
2−EK40p2 is an integer.
Therefore EK40d
2 ≥ 1 because d > 0. Using this inequality we conclude that
βi ≤ EK40 ||v||||bi||/(EK40d2) ≤ EK40 ||v||||bi||
Assuming that each component of each input vector is input as tuple of
numerator and denominator. Let lij be the number of bits in the numerator
and denominator of the j-th component of bi. Let l0j be the corresponding
bits for v. Let li =
∑
j lij and l =
∑n
i=1 li. So the size of the input data is
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size([v|B]) = l + l0. Thus log K0 ≤ l, log dk ≤ 2l, log D ≤ 2nl, and log E ≤
2l+ 4nl = 2(2n+ 1)l.
In terms of l, log βi ≤ 2(2n + 1)l + 4l + li + l0. Therefore log
∏n
i=1 βi ≤
2n(n+3)l+(n+1)l. The range of xi in the algorithm is [si, ti] = [−αi−βi, αi+βi].
Therefore the number of integers in this range is log (2βi). So the logarithm of
the number of n-tuple in [s1, t1]×· · ·×[sn, tn] is
∑
i log(2βi) ≤ l(4n2+7n+1)+n.
Hence the total number of bases is at most 2l(4n
2+7n+1)+n. Therefore the time
complexity of the algorithm is O(poly(n).25n
2l).
5.2 Heuristic algorithm to find an improved sub-lattice
Here, we present a greedy algorithm that finds an improved sub-lattice by adding
multiples of v to one bi at a time. This step is performed for each bi once. We
are given [v|B] where B = [b1, . . . , bn]. So we focus on updating a particular bi.
Consider the n− 1 dimensional subspace spanned by Bi = B \ {bi}. When
we modify bi by adding multiples of v to it, then 〈Bi〉 is also a subspace of
〈(B \ {bi}) ∪ {bi + xiv}〉. So we will focus on the changes in the projection in
the subspace perpendicular to 〈Bi〉 when we replace bi by bi + xiv.
The components of v and bi perpendicular to (n− 1)-dimensional subspace
〈Bi〉 are v′′ = v − proj〈Bi〉(v), and bi′′ = bi − proj〈Bi〉(bi). Note that the
projection of bi + xiv in the subspace perpendicular to 〈Bi〉 is bi′′ + xiv′′.
Consider the 2D subspace spanned by b′′i and v
′′. Let v′′T · (b′′i −α′v′′) = 0.
So α′ = (v′′T · bi′′)/v′′2.
Let α1 = ⌊α⌋ and α2 = ⌈α⌉. Let α′ ∈ {α1, α2} such that v′′T · (b′′i −
αv′′)/||b′′i −αv′′|| ≤ v′′T ·(b′′i −α1v′′)/||b′′i −α1′′v|| and v′′T ·(b′′i −αv′′)/||b′′i −
αv′′|| ≤ v′′T · (b′′i −α2v′′)/||b′′i −α2v′′||. Thus v′′T · (b′′i −αv′′)/||b′′i −αv′′|| ≤
v′′T · (b′′i − jv′′)/||b′′i − jv′′|| for all j ∈ Z.
Let B′ = Bi ∪ {bi − αv}. Define bi′ = bi′′ − αv′′. Then proj〈B′〉(v) =
proj〈Bi〉(v)+(v
′′T ·b′i/b′i2)b′i. So proj〈B′〉(v)2 = proj〈Bi〉(v)2+(v′′T ·b′i)2/b′i2 =
proj〈Bi〉(v)
2+(vT ·b′i)2/b′i2 ≤ proj〈Bi〉(v)2+(vT · (b′′i − jv))2/(b′′i − jv)2 for all
j ∈ Z. In particular proj〈B′〉(v)2 ≤ proj〈Bi〉(v)2+(v′′T ·b′′i )2/b′′i 2 = proj〈B〉(v)2.
Therefore dist(v, 〈B〉)2 = v2−proj〈B〉(v)2 ≤ v2−proj〈B′〉(v)2 = dist(v, 〈B′〉).
Thus the transition from [v|B] → [v|B′] improves the distance of v from the sub-
lattice. Algorithm 2 performs this transition once with respect to each bi. This
algorithm can be put in a loop to monotonically improve the sub-lattice, but
presently we do not have any proof to show whether this process will terminate
into the optimal sub-lattice. In the experiments described in the next section we
use this algorithm.
6 Experiments
In this section, we show how MDSP can be used in LLL algorithm to achieve a
short vector in lesser time. Let [v|B] be a basis of lattice L. Then,
det(L) = det([v|B]) = vol(B)× dist(v, 〈B〉)
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Input: An MDSP instance [v|B] where the column vectors of B are b1, . . . , bn.
update := 1;
while update = 1 do
update := 0;
for i := 1 to n do
Bi := B \ {bi};
v
′′
:= v − proj〈Bi〉()(v);
bi
′′
:= bi − proj〈Bi〉()(bi);
α := (v′′T · bi
′′)/v′′2;
α1 := ⌊α⌋;
α2 := ⌈α⌉;
if v′′T · (bi
′′ − α1v
′′)/||bi
′′ − α1v
′′|| ≤ v′′T · (bi
′′ − α2v
′′)/||bi
′′ − α2v
′′||
then
α := α1;
else
α := α2;
end
if α 6= 0 then
update := 1;
bi := bi − αv;
end
end
end
Algorithm 2: A([v|{b1, . . . , bn}]: Finding a plane with improved distance
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IfB′ is the solution for MDSP with input [v|B], then we know that dist(v, 〈B′〉) ≥
dist(v, 〈B〉). Therefore
vol(B′) ≤ det(B)
because the determinant of a lattice is an invariant. And so, from the Minkowski’s
bound, we can expect to find a shorter vector in the lattice spanned by B′. In
Algorithm 3 a modified LLL algorithm is given. Here, after applying LLL on the
basis, for each i from n to 2, we make bi as a fixed vector and {b1, . . . , bi−1} as
the basis for the sub-lattice, and try to find a better i−1-dimensional sub-lattice.
Input: Basis B = {b1, . . . , bn} of a lattice and δ ∈ [0.25, 1)
while vector with required norm is not found do
Apply δ − LLL on the basis;
for i := n to 2 do
{b′1, . . . , b
′
i−1} := A([bi|b1, . . . , bi−1]);
end
for j := 1 to i− 1 do
bj := b
′
j ;
end
end
return {b1, . . . , bn};
Algorithm 3: Improving δ − LLL using MSDP heuristic algorithm
To evaluate the performance of the above algorithm, we compare the running
time of LLL with δ = 0.99 and above algorithm with δ = 0.25. The input basis
B is taken from [28]. We first ran LLL with δ = 0.99 on the input basis and
determined the shortest vector, s, computed by it. Then, we ran the above
algorithm with δ = 0.25 and noted the time taken to find a vector of length
equal or shorter than that of s. The experiment was done for 100 instances of
dimension 20, 22, 24, 26 and 28 each and average time was computed for each
case and then it was compared with the time used by LLL with δ = .99.
Recall that the time complexity of LLL is O(n5 log31/δ b) where b is the length
of the longest input vector. Hence δ has a significant impact on the running time.
Following table compares the times for each case and finds that the LLL with
δ = 0.25 with MDPS heuristic algorithm is at least twice as fast compared to
LLL with δ = .99.
7 Conclusion
In this paper we have proposed a problem on Lattices, calledMaximum Distance
Sub-lattice Problem (MDSP), which we have shown to be isomorphic to the well
known closest vector problem (CVP). It gives a new geometric perspective to this
problem and it is likely that new approaches for solving / approximating CVP
may emerge from solving /approximating MDSP. There exists an approximation
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Dimension Average time Average time for Average speed up
for LLL(δ = 0.99) Algorithm 3 factor
20 188.288 72.713 2.589
22 366.910 145.069 2.529
24 666.715 278.012 2.398
26 1148.719 514.469 2.232
28 1875.015 893.201 2.099
Table 1. Comparative performance result
conserving reduction from SVP to CVP so approximation solution for MDSP can
also give a good approximation for SVP. Since, many lattice based cryptosystems
are based on the hardness of CV P and SV P up to poly(n) approximation factor,
any improvement in the algorithms for solving MDSP will affect the parameters
of these cryptosystems.
Future works includes understanding the heuristic algorithm and giving an
analysis about the approximation factor as well as the time complexity. Also,
the speedup of the LLL algorithm shown in the experiments can be improved
by combining the heuristic algorithm with LLL algorithm in different ways.
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